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Diversions

• 25% of state population

• 1.0 million jobs

• 30% of state GDP

• 2% of Colorado’s water

• Began IRPs in 1996



This story begins 16 years ago…

• Observed hydrology and 
extrapolation of past 
trends

• Integrated Resources 
Plan (IRP):

– Conservation-Supply-Reuse

– Excess resources?

– Regional role?

Deterministic thinking Unprecedented Simultaneous 

Natural Disasters

Present Future

Cylinder of Certainty



Benefits of a Regional Approach

• Scale:  Projections are coarse and cover watersheds

• Communication:  Cohesively communicate with customers and 

the media

• Safety: Provide political coverage

• Coordination:  Coordinate with and inform other investigations  

• Resources:  Pool finances, staff, and expert resources

• Attention: Everyone wanted to work with us

•Learning: Monthly meetings and education

The Joint Front Range Climate Change 

Vulnerability Study



What is Coproduction?

“Coproduction of knowledge is the process of producing usable, 
or actionable, science through collaboration between scientists 
and those who use science to make policy and management 
decisions.“ (Meadow et al. 2015)

“We define coproduction as collaboration among managers, 
scientists, and other stakeholders who, after identifying specific 
decisions to be informed by science, jointly define the scope and 
context of the problem, research questions, methods, and 
outputs, make scientific inferences, and develop strategies for 
the appropriate use of science.” (Beier et al. 2016)

“Actionable science provides data, analyses, projections, or tools 
that can support management of the risks and impacts of climate 
change. It is ideally coproduced by scientists and decision 
makers and creates rigorous and accessible products to meet the 
needs of stakeholders.” (WUCA)
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Projections for North Central Colorado



Important outcomes

• Denver Water:
– climate adaptation and planning philosophy 

– work with WUCA and others

– value of coproduction and collaboration

• State of Colorado: 
– climate modeling of Colorado River

– adoption of climate science and scenario planning in CO Water Plan

• Climate Change in Colorado report

AND the FRCCG still meets quarterly!

AND DW has ongoing collaborations with NCAR, WWA, RTI!
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A Decade of Coproduction

• Shoshone relaxation agreement 

• Using IRI forecasts to inform seasonal and annual 

operations 

• Decadal predictions

• Climate diagnostics for water management 

decisions

• “Simple” planning model
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General Lessons: 

For research and consulting to be 

relevant for decision-making:

1. TRUST

2. UNDERSTANDING

3. PROOF

4. CAPACITY



Lessons with coproduction

1. TRUST and Respect and Credibility

2. Mutual UNDERSTANDING

3. PROOF imbedded in the process

4. CAPACITY – non factor



Reflections

• It’s slow.

• It’s educational.

• It may cause philosophical change.

• It leads to more questions. And more work.

• It will change the world.
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Collaboration: Water Utility Climate Alliance

Vision: Climate-resilient water utilities, thriving communities

Mission: Collaboratively advance water utility climate change 
adaptation

Seattle
Public Utilities

San Diego 
County Water Authority

Southern Nevada
Water Authority Denver

Water (chair)

Portland
Water Bureau

Tampa Bay
Water

Central Arizona
Project (vice chair)

Austin
Water

Philadelphia
Water Department

San Francisco
Public Utilities 
Commission

Metropolitan 
Water District
of So. California

New York City
Department of 

Environmental 
Protection





2018 WUCA Highlights

• Best Practices in Climate Adaptation
– Defining climate adaptation

– State of the science for climate adaptation

• Business Function Mapping
– Funding from WRF

– Link to BPs

• Climate Resilience Training
– Smart users and consumers of climate information

– Plan for multiple futures

– Effectively communicate about climate
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Knowledge

– Informed and engaged staff

– Climate smart organization

Science 

– Coproduce science to better meet our needs and bring good science home

Planning and Preparation

– Develop and apply better water utility planning techniques

– Mainstream climate adaptation across organizational practices

Partnerships

– Seek regional and national collaborations

Communication 

– Continuously message internally and externally

Denver Water’s Climate Adaptation Program


